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Was Australia pre 1788 a vast wilderness, as many environmentalists today would claim, or was it a carefully created and managed 

environment?  Historian Bill Gammage looks at the Aborigines' use of fire and the impact it had on the landscape. 
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Transcript 
Michael Duffy: One of our program's interests this year is going to be new ways of looking at our landscapes and also in thinking about 

how we might manage them. Last year I interviewed Emma Marris who, in her book Rambunctious Garden, points out that the goal of 

maintaining national parks in a state of natural wilderness is more complicated, more fraught than it sounds. We often don't know what 

would be natural because when Europeans reached places like Australia they found landscapes that had been shaped already by 

Indigenous people. This was something those Europeans and their descendants often didn't realise, then and now. 

To pursue this last point we're joined by Bill Gammage, the well-known historian, to talk about his latest book The Biggest Estate on 

Earth: How Aborigines Made Australia, and that was published last year. Bill, welcome to the program. 

Bill Gammage: Thanks very much Michael. 

Michael Duffy: The fact that Aborigines had some influence on the landscape through fire has been known for some time. What is it 

that made you decide to write your book? 

Bill Gammage: While it is true that Aboriginal people had some influence, I became aware when studying a local area, Narrandera in 

New South Wales, that their influence was much greater than people today realise. The more I pursued it the more I could see that the 

management that Aborigines used was very precise, very detailed and very comprehensive. 

Michael Duffy: And far more sophisticated, isn't it. I had vaguely become aware over the years that they used to burn the land to 

encourage grass and attract kangaroos, but you make it clear it was far more sophisticated than that. 

Bill Gammage: Yes, that's right, you're referring to firestick farming, that great phrase that Rhys Jones introduced. That is really only a 

harvesting, only an endpoint. First of all you have to set up the country so you can burn the grass, so you can make sure there's good 

grass there, and that's only one of the many fire types that Aborigines use. They made grass, they made open forest, they made dense 

forest, they move planes through rainforest, and all those required different kinds of fires, different timing, different intensity, different 

frequency. 

Michael Duffy: It's a fascinating story, and one of the joys of your book is the level of detail. I particularly like the photos you've got in 

there where you actually...you have a photo of a tree and you can explain to us how you can tell from the shape of the tree, how it is 

growing, what the surrounding vegetation might have been like in the past, even though it's gone now. Did it take you a while to learn 

how to do that? 

Bill Gammage: I suppose that was one of the earliest things I became curious about. I used to do a lot of work on farms as a wheat 

lumper and so on, and I used to look at the trees, I suppose initially to see what birds and animals were in them, but after a while I 

realised that they were historians, they were telling their own story and they were flagging the environment around them. So that was 

quite an early component. And I suppose for 30 years I've been boring my walking companions stiff when I say, 'Look at this, how did 

this come to be so?' 

Only last weekend we were up in the mountains and there was a grove of trees in amidst the rocks, and I'd say, 'Why are they only in 

the rocks, why is the rest grassland?' And the assumption was it is natural grassland, but I think it was burnt and the rocks stopped the 

trees from being burnt. 

Michael Duffy: Since reading your book last year I have done some bushwalking myself and it gives me a whole new way of looking at 

the landscape, which makes you feel much more part of it I suppose. 

Bill Gammage: Yes, it's a much richer way to travel, isn't it, you're seeing the countryside come alive, and that must be just a very small 

glimpse of what Aborigines felt when they walked through the country, how much richer their view of what they were seeing was than 

ours. 

Michael Duffy: How much of this, if any, did the early Europeans spot? The early white explorers must have seen an awful lot of fires, 

what did they make of it? 

Bill Gammage: They saw I think two main things in the landscape. Some of them got onto firestick farming. They didn't use that phrase, 

but they could see that Aboriginal people were burning grass to attract kangaroos, so they got that small part of it. And then when they 

looked at the landscape they called large parts of it...not everywhere, but large parts of it they called parks. 'Park' is a very common 

word. An English nobleman's parks, that's what they are equated with, and of course parks in England are deliberately made, they 

associate trees and grass and water, but it never occurred to anyone, that I've found anyway, that Aborigines might have been doing 

that as well. 

Michael Duffy: I think Les Murray the poet, he wrote an essay once called 'In a Working Forest' about his father and grandfather who 

were foresters up on the north coast of New South Wales, and they said when they first came there you could drive a stagecoach 

through the forest, which of course you couldn't do anymore now. But it's interesting, they even use that image of the stagecoach, 
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obviously thinking of those gentlemen's parks I suppose. 

Bill Gammage: Yes, that's right, and in Tasmania there is a great quote in 1812 about how you could drive a coach-and-four to the 

countryside, and that was through what's now very thick forest. 

Michael Duffy: Did the early settlers...and this might not be quite within the ambit of your book, but have you ever come across any 

evidence of clashes between the early settlers and local Aboriginal people (while they were still there) over burning, the way people 

presumably get a bit upset by the fires? 

Bill Gammage: Yes, I did. There were a lot of white settlers who tried to imitate Aboriginal fire. There were a lot of others who tried to 

stop it. One of the reasons was that Aborigines were so skilled at controlling fire that they lit most of them in the midsummer, the very 

season which we fear fire most, that's when they burnt because they had already prepared the country for burning. But of course when 

the Europeans came, midsummer is when the crops are just ripening, the wheat and oats and so on, and so their reaction was to stop 

Aborigines from burning. And in fact in Western Australia and I daresay other states, Aborigines could be put in jail for burning. 

Michael Duffy: In your book you thank some of the historians who in the '60s and '70s got onto this and started talking about fire and 

Aboriginal people. Do you know why it happened then? Was it simply that historians were starting to look more thoughtfully at what 

Aboriginal people had done? 

Bill Gammage: Yes, I think there was a trend in that way. Henry Reynolds' work had laid the groundwork for a more sympathetic view 

about Aboriginal people. But also Rhys Jones was an exceptional person. He was a great lateral thinker and he got onto this firestick 

farming, and that was a significant advance, because not only did it describe that sort of fire, it conveyed the idea that Aborigines were 

not aimless wanderers but deliberately organising their country, their landscape to make life easier for them. 

Michael Duffy: You yourself or those historians back then, did they get much of this knowledge from Indigenous people today, or has 

that knowledge of those practices pretty well gone? 

Bill Gammage: We are talking about a simplified level. I don't think there's anyone now, Aboriginal or not, who knows the level of detail, 

especially in local areas, that people knew in 1788. And so I and others I'm sure got a lot of broad information or information about a 

particular site from Aboriginal friends. I have them in Narrandera and on the Coorong and around Alice Springs, and they all told me 

very interesting and valuable information. But I have to say that really the simplest and most effective piece of evidence to me was to 

contrast what country was like then with what it is like now. A common question I had was 'If trees are growing in this spot now, why 

weren't they growing in 1788? Why was it grass then and trees now?' And that question was very fruitful for me. 

Michael Duffy: Do you know or do you have any thoughts on whether this use of fire occurred in other parts of the world with 

Indigenous people, and if not, or to the extent it occurred here, why here so much? 

Bill Gammage: Yes, I do know of references in other parts of the world of similar sorts of practices. There is some very good quotes 

that the early Europeans on the east coast of the United States, around Massachusetts, observed, and that looks like firestick farming 

and I believe it was. But of course on that east coast of the United States, people were converting to farming which changes the whole 

perception of countryside and perception of wilderness and so on. 

Michael Duffy: You mean the indigenous people were? 

Bill Gammage: Yes, the indigenous people were in the process of doing that at the time Europeans first arrived. And there are similar 

things going on in Africa. And that leads me to suspect that very probably when the world was entirely or dominantly hunter-gatherer 

societies, there was probably a lot of this going on. It leads me to wonder how much we could reconstruct of hunter-gatherer life, and 

perhaps to be less dismissive of it or less ready to see it as an awkward predecessor to people like us, and to value it in its own terms. 

So I think there are lessons for the whole of the world in what Aboriginal people were doing. 

Michael Duffy: A great point you make is that in many ways that sort of approach to the landscape was better suited to the 

unpredictability of the Australian climate than having a European farm where you really are pinched to one piece of earth in one place, 

aren't you. 

Bill Gammage: Yes, exactly so. Mobility was a great advantage for Aboriginal people… 

Michael Duffy: When you have the floods or whatever you could move around. 

Bill Gammage: Yes, and if the plans fail in one part, then you know another part some miles away which might not be affected. And of 

course farmers don't have that option. Even though Australia's climate is one of the most variable in the world, Aboriginal people have 

been working on this at least for 40,000 years and probably more, and in that time they must have gone through a learning curve. One 

of the conclusions from my books that people have commented on is, they say, 'Why didn't we think of this before? Of course they must 

have worked on how to manage their land over such a great period of time.' 

Michael Duffy: In terms of the response to your book, has there been any major disagreements with what you're saying about the 

extent of this burning? 

Bill Gammage: Not that I've heard. I think they might come, I think there will be people who want more detail. I think there are 

ecologists and scientists who will want a lot of persuading. It cuts absolutely against their training and their grain, but so far the 

ecologists who've contacted me have said good on you, it's about time somebody disagreed with the sorts of ecologists I talk about in 

the appendix of my book. That's the closest to a debate that I've got so far. 

Michael Duffy: Can you tell us a bit about that? What sort of training are you talking about there? What is that point of view? 

Bill Gammage: Well, it varies from person to person of course, but there is a tendency to say that nothing is proven or established 

unless it's scientifically determined. In other words, that there is a proper experiment with a hypothesis, a test and a conclusion, and 

that, as one person said, historical evidence is just impressionistic, it doesn't really tell you anything that's valid. You can imagine, as a 
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historian, what I thought of that. And also it led me to comment, well, all that careful scientific research is going to be history at some 

time in the future, and I hope the future treats that research more generously than those particular ecologists treat very sensible 

observers, very sharp observers in the early days of settlement. 

Michael Duffy: Yes, that's right. Your book is over 400 pages long, it's got many pictures, and I think 1,500 sources, so it's a fair fist of 

it. One of the places I was walking at Christmas was the Blue Mountains National Park and I was thinking about your book, I was 

thinking about the way it looked now, the way it might have looked in 1788. Can you see any implications for the knowledge that you've 

uncovered for how we might look after areas like that? We tend to use the word 'wilderness' about some of them, although from your 

book I gather that probably there wasn't any wilderness or not much wilderness in 1788 at all. 

Bill Gammage: It's certainly not perceived as such by Aborigines. I think there were Europeans who saw dense forest and they thought 

about that as wilderness but they were wrong, it was managed. When you look at the Blue Mountains, some of the early accounts, Cox 

and people building Bell's Line of Road and so on, they describe grass clearings which are now overgrown, they've gone back to 

eucalypts, as they will if you don't have fire. And those clearings had all sorts of functions, some of them obvious such as camping and 

so on, but they were also effective fire refuges and firebreaks. I think that idea of alternating grass and forest, which is attractive for 

kangaroos who want to feed and shelter, is also a very effective firebreak mechanism, it's a place to defend against fires in such places 

as the Blue Mountains. And we could certainly learn from that. What we have to do is not think of it as wilderness, but think of it as part 

of the country that has to be integrated with every other part of it. 

Michael Duffy: So would you be interested in the idea of perhaps a reintroducing some burning or more burning into national parks or 

Crown land? 

Bill Gammage: Absolutely. I am very impressed with actually how fire authorities are trying to get more fire, in many cases learning 

from Aboriginal people now. But their hands are tied, aren't they, because there are a lot of people today who object to smoke all the 

time and they object to black ground because it is ugly, they don't like ash on the washing or it gives them asthma and so on, so those 

fire authorities find it very difficult to burn as much as they'd like. But I'd say Aborigines would have burnt every day. Of course when it's 

wet they might light a fire and it would only cover a few metres, but that few meters would be useful later on when the country dries out. 

As it dries out they have more and more fires. Their motto was a fire a day keeps bushfires away, and I think fire authorities would like 

to do that if they could. 

Michael Duffy: It's a cultural thing. Bill, a final question, how might some of the national parks near our big cities look different if we 

were able to do that? 

Bill Gammage: Of course in national parks, as elsewhere, you've got a lot of introduced plants and species which would make it difficult 

to exactly replicate the fire that Aboriginal people used, but I think you'd have far fewer trees, much more grass, a lot of forest would be 

much more open, you'd probably have fewer stock in the national parks because they compact the soil. You'd be tackling things like 

salinity and deep cutting streams. There are a whole lot of things that could flow from an efficient fire management system. 

Michael Duffy: Sounds good. Bill, thanks for joining us today. 

Bill Gammage: It's a pleasure Michael. 

Michael Duffy: We've been talking to Bill Gammage of the ANU about his book The Biggest Estate on Earth. His other books include 

The Broken Years: A Marvellous Account of Australian Soldiers in the Great War. 

Paul Comrie-Thomson: And for more on this subject have a listen to Background Briefing's latest program 'Fighting Fire with Fire'. The 

Black Saturday royal commission was the most comprehensive inquiry into bushfire in Australian history. It recommended a tripling of 

the annual prescribed burning in Victoria to reduce the risk of another Black Saturday and the enormous loss of lives and homes. This is 

now government policy. However, there is a fierce scientific debate over whether it will work, and the practical and ecological 

consequences of burning so much more of the state's public land. That's 'Fighting Fire with Fire', available as a download from the 

Background Briefing homepage which you will find on the Radio National website. 
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damien s : 
24 Feb 2012 10:15:02am 

Then why do our ridiculous Greenies still oppose back burning? If it was good enough for the Aboriginals it should be good enough for us. 

Reply Alert moderator

jules : 
27 Feb 2012 4:58:00pm 

On the basis of “a fire a day” and other accumulated visions from the past, I propose … The Counterpoint National Park: 

 

The Counterpoint Park will require frequent mandatory control burning and occasional high intensity control burns. Shooting of feral species will be 

allowed. Horses and dogs will be allowed so long as they are accompanied by a responsible adult. Introduced plants and animals will be encouraged, 

to produce a rambunctious garden. Sustainable harvesting of trees will be allowed. Cattle grazing will be managed to reduce the fire hazards of 

undergrowth.  

 

Little work would be required to instantly create thousands of hectares of these parks as we already have them and they are called State Forests. 

While Bill Gammage is right to say that fire-stick farming is not used in National Parks, it has been the holy grail for forestry [and many farmers] over 

many, many years and State Forest management allowed all of the practices listed above. 

 

I suggest to Michael Duffy that next time he has the chance, he takes a holiday at a Forestry camping area. Many of these are quite beautiful but if 

you put on your hiking boots and take a look at the surrounding mix of re-growth and harvesting the picture isn’t quite as pretty. 

 

Once Upon a Time we had large forests with massive trees. These trees were well spaced, had massive canopies and kept undergrowth under 

control by limiting the light available from above, while their roots waged bio-chemical war against competition from below. The forests that were easy 

to ride or walk through are gone. 

 

Having got rid of the trees the battle has now shifted to taking out the pesky undergrowth that just keeps popping back up. Frequent burning is not 

going to work. I suggest agent orange. It fits in with the intelligence of this type of mindset. 

 

When will the Counterpoint team get over the chip on the shoulder they’ve got against anything science based?  

Reply Alert moderator

jules : 
28 Feb 2012 11:13:18am 

Bill Gammage suggests, in answer to one of your questions, that to his knowledge there hasn't been any major disagreement with his ideas. 

 

Could I suggest you add the ABC Background Briefing program "The Fire Myth" to your "Further Information". In this program Ron Hateley, a forest 

ecologist offers a great counterpoint to Bill Gsmmage's views including the opinion that the extent of aboriginal use of fire has been exagerated. 

 

jules 

 

Reply Alert moderator

Russell : 
28 Feb 2012 9:32:13pm 

Where is your evidence that "many environmentalists would claim" that pre-1788 Australia was a "vast wilderness" and not a managed 

environment??  

 

If there are so-called "environmentalists" who claim this, they are uninformed. Most informed environmentalists would know that the environment was 

often carefully managed prior to European invasion. 

 

In setting up straw men, you're trying too hard to make environmentalists look silly. 

Reply Alert moderator

jules : 
03 Mar 2012 10:34:05am 

Russell, nothing particularly surprising about that bit of Counterpoint logic. 

 

This is how they define their position on Climate Change, to quote Michael Duffy: 

 

"We said the change is not nearly so great as was predicted by some people." 

 

Wow, "some people" eh!! 

 

You'd think that even if Counterpoint is not big on science they might at least avoid falacious arguments but that's never been the case. 
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jules 

Reply Alert moderator

Damien S : 
03 Mar 2012 11:17:47pm 

Russell 

 

Then why do most modern day environmentalists oppose back-burning? A practice that was a staple in the environmental care of pre-1788 

Aboriginals. 

Reply Alert moderator

Julie Thomas : 
05 Mar 2012 3:41:55pm 

You are so right - I mean correct - about this point, Russell; the Counterpoint team do try very hard to make environmentalists look silly. They are 

willing to go to extraordinary lengths, including it seems, admitting that the aborigines were pretty damn sophisticated in the way they managed their 

envoronment. I am a bit chuffed actually as I had thought that the only important thing about aborigines that was common knowledge among the 

'right' was that these primitive backward people had failed to invent the wheel. 

Reply Alert moderator

jules : 
08 Mar 2012 4:28:58pm 

Damien S 

 

environmentalists don't oppose "back-burning" though they might oppose control burning. Back burning and control burning are quite different beasts. 

 

The extent to which aboriginals used fire is a matter of debate but whatever the case was in 1788, the aims and methods were very different from the 

current aims of farmers and forest managers.  

 

I suggest again, to anyone who is actually interested in the topic rather than commenting on comments. Listen to Bill Gammage but also listen to "the 

fire myth" on Background Briefing for a counterpoint to Counterpoint. 

 

jules 

 

Reply Alert moderator

Damien Spillane : 
09 Mar 2012 3:16:57pm 

Jules 

 

Sounds like a distinction without a difference. What is different between modern day burning and Ancient Aboriginal methods? 

Reply Alert moderator

jules : 
09 Mar 2012 4:52:57pm 

Quote Damien: 

 

"What is different between modern day burning and Ancient Aboriginal methods?" 

 

There's probably a big thesis in that one but just a few points ... 

 

One of the reasons we burn these days is to protect clusters of dwellings and isolated houses in places where fire is a risk to life. Control burning in 

populated areas is something of a nightmare, basically because it's impossible to guarantee that it is controlled and despite all the best intentions, 

control burns are a major cause of uncontrolled fires. The fire that is a cool burn one day at 25 degrees can be a raging inferno a week later when the 

embers from a smouldering log set things going again with the temperature at 35 and a gale blowing ... it happens! 

 

Aboriginal burning was not intended to protect large fixed populations, or rural dwellings so it's management was a totally different ball game. 

 

Our State forests have been managed to optimize timber harvesting with cattle grazing being a complimentary activity. There's possibly some slight 

similarities with managing to encourage kangaroo grazing but it's drawing something of a long bow to say we are doing what they did. 

 

In short the difference is, totally different goals. 

 

On the issue of back burning v control burning. Hope you don't mind if I point out that back burning is done into the wind in the face of an oncoming 

fire in the hope that it will create a break. It's a defence technique rather than burning off technique. 
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jules  

 

 

 

 

 

Reply Alert moderator

jack : 
12 Mar 2012 4:45:49pm 

The difference is that, as Gammage describes it, Aboriginal burning was careful, sophisticated, knowledgeable, often very small scale, and 'fine 

grained': that is, sensitive to different eco systems and carefully varied according to landscape and vegetation needs.  

By contrast, modern burning is large scale, often ill informed, run on state wide targets rather than local need, and, regrettably, nowhere near as 

sophisticated as the burning Gammage describes. 

Reply Alert moderator

Damien S : 
15 Mar 2012 3:10:48pm 

But WA has practiced back burning for years although their areas arent as built up as Melbourne but they have had great success with those 

methods and they have a lot more bush area to protect. 

Reply Alert moderator
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